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Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspap
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'WEATHER FORECAST
Kentucky and TenneaseeSunny %e bb rising temperatures today. Mostly cloudy
and not so cold tonight.
Tuesday increasing cloudines, and %%armee
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE H OM It NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Monday Afternoon, Dec. 1, 1947

Fires, Who Owns Hotel,Are
News Highlights Of Week
•

NPANY
lera-)F

SEEDS

Vol. XIX; No. 143

National Farm Championship Titles Are Awarded
At Chicago; Local Corn Champs Are
Here

Fires and traffic aCCIdelltS iiKkliduring the, week just ended
took at least nine lives and caused
a considerable amount of damage.
A Madisonville woman. 28-yearold Mrs. Evadine Brown, and her
six-year-old-son. Calvine, died of
burns received in a fire which deMrs. Lon Arnett. 78, died at her
stroyed their home. Mrs. Brown's
10-year-old daughter received ser- home, Murray Route- 4. Sunday
morning at 8:00 o'clock. from comious injuries.
plications after an eight-week illAt Louisville, 65-year-old William
ness.
Huffman burned to death FridayShe is survived by two daughnight when the barn in which he
ters, ?Ass Inez Arnett, Mrs. Eulived was destroyed by fire.
faula Orr; three sons, Coleman,
About the same time that HuffMcKinley and Palmer Arnett; nine
man's home was burning, a spectacgrandchildren and five, great-grandular fi?e was raging in the heart of
children, all of Murray Route 4.
the Louisville business district. The
Mrs. Arnett was a member of the
three-story brick building was destroyed, and an adjacent department Sinking Springs Church where
stare., was damaged by smoke and funeral services were held this
water. Damage is established at one- afternoon at 2:00 o'clock under the
direction of Rev. Cloys Lawrence.
half million dollars.
Burial was in the Young cemetery.
Saturday the Struck Construction
Pallbearers were Stark Erwin,
Company warehouse in Louisville
Jingles Barnes, Ansel Griffin, Herwas destroyed by fire. And a 109man Ellis. Dennis Brandon. and
year old Negro woman who lived
Thuron Clark.
in a _building next door was resThe Max Churchill funeral home
cued frtim the flames by the Revhad charge of arrangements.
erend Robert Willett of Saint John's
Church. Four other Negroes were
also evacuated.

Mrs. Lon Arnett,
78, Dies at Home
Near Murray

tucky
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Kentucky Youth
Wins In Cattle
•
Judging Contest
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Oa a . At Corn Show

Conn Moore, Prominent Murray Citizen,
Dies This Morning After Lengthy Illness

Conn 'Moore, one of the leading the respect and friendship
citizens of this community, died at large number of resiglents
of ibis
CHICAGO, Dec. 1 rUPI-A Ca- 4:15 this morning at
the age of 54. community.
•
In' a hybrid seed corn shoa.
nadian wheat farmer and. an IndiMoore died at his home on North
The body will remain at the
ana corn grower today shared a Fifth street•from paralysis
-after he Moore home at 408 North Fifth which was sponsored by the CalON
throne as "grain
kings of the had suffered from a lengthy ill- street
until time for the funeral loway County Soil Improvement
Murray
world" after their grains won top ness.
Wednesday. Dec. 3. Services will Association. R. R. Parker.
Murray
prizes at the International Hay and
He is survived by his wife. Mrs. be held at 2:00 p.m. in the
First Route 3. recelated firat prize in
Grain Show.
5
s' •
Iva K. Moore, and one son, Max Methodist Church under the
'direr- the white hybrid division. H. M.
ITM-Tfe"Zr. Xtb. Gene:
''''
1.11.10.auf.Rev..T..H. Mullins, former Perry. Murray Route I. took to,a
Cartago, won the wheat title with a
Moore
was
a firm member of Rae pastor, and Rev. George Bell. pres- honors in the yellow
ectors
hybrid div"Reward' variety of
hard red Murray Insurance Agency. He was ent pastor of
erv ice
the church. Burial talon. W. R. Perry. manager of th-a
spring wheat in yesterday's final also a member of the
First Metho- will be in Goshen cemetery.
organization, announced today.
)f the
judging at the show, held in con- dist Church,
the WOW., and the
Pallbearers will be Ernest Jones; a Other awards in the white hybrid
hroat,
junction
with the
International F. &. A.M. No. 105, where he had at- Guy
Billington, Joe Carson. Claude division went to R. B. Patterson,
Livestock Exposition.
nt for
attained the' Chapter degree. He Miller, Garnett Morris.
and Otto Murray reline 3. second prize;
Walter J. Harpel of Crawfortts- was known for his leadership and Swann. 'The following
honorary Phillip Murdock. Lynn Grove. thiral
ville. Ind., won the International activity in both lodge and church pallbearers have been
named: Col- pi-idea:TO. the yellow hybrid div1
corn championship with a 10-ear work:
her Hays, Walter Jackson, Euin isiod"pan Shipley. Maauray route
sample of yellow dent corn.
Moore was born and reared in Swann. Earl Nanny, Mt
Farris, 5, receiveR•siktifftl prize: and R. FL
ity's
Eleven-year-old Henry Scott, a Calloway County and had gained and Ray Maddox.
Patterson won third prize
4-H
Club
boy
of
Hendersonv
ille,
VC
Sixteen ergries were submitted
Tenn., won the junior corn show
to the Soil Improvement Associawith a sample of white corn which
tion for display in their warehouse
the boy's grandfather said was
on West Main Street. County Agent
grown 41 a two-acre tract without
LITTLE GIRL, BIG MONEY-Twelve-year-old
S. V. Foy was the judge.
Annabelle Lee
In Lexington. the Rpn-Ray Feed
fertilizer.
presents a Girl Scout gift of$2,500 to
Points considered in judging
China Aid Council for
Mille a subsidiary of the Wooleott
Results of the judging yesterday
the children of the Yu Tsai School in
were: Uniformity, depth of grain.
Flour Company, was destroyed py
Shanghai, China. included:
NEW YORK. Dec 14UP`r---The ickyk. keiffer. etc )
. .
Receiving the check, which in Chinese
the _way the ear was filled at tip,;ar'fire. Damage ii estimated at two
National Currency is
College Livestock Judging Con- high cost of living. was the biggest
5. Degaulle's victory in Frencii firmness of cob, straightness of
equal to $260,000,000, is Columbia Universit
hundred trrousand dollars.
news
story
y Professor Ernest
'of
1947 in the United election.
test: iTeams: All claaries-lowa
rovss, and trueness to type.
G. Osborne, who heads a drive to raise
$50.000 for the Chinese
It has been more than a week
State College, Cornell University, States in the opinion of United
6. Princess Elizabeth's' romance.
Each prize winner received a
school.
The
Postmaster
money
Harry
comes
Sledd yesterfrom the Girl Scouts' Juliette Low
since the Cumberland Falls Hotel
Oklahoma A & M. University of Press eat:ars who announced today
7. The Truman Doctrine.
ribbon in addition to the following
Fund, devoted to the assistance of internati
their annual list of the 10 outstandburned. But when the hotel was day requested public cooperation in
Nebraska.
,
onal children's
8. Ergatain's economic
prizes: first. one bushel SoutAern
destroyed. it brought up- an un- handling the heavy Christmas mailHogs-lowa State, Oklahoma A. ing news events of the year.
projects.
9 The Palestine controversy.
States hybrid - corn; second and
ing load He asked that people beThe U. P. pointed' out that 1947
& M. Louisiana, Cornell.
usual problem for state officials.
10. The struggle between East third, one-half bushel and one peck
gin mailing their Christmas cards
Sheep-Purdue. North Carolina. was.a year marked by "continuing and West inside the United Nations. of the same type of corn.
It was revealed a few days ago
a
and packages at once, and that they
news
Iowa.
stories"
Colorado .A. & M.
as contrasted to
The ten biggest stories in the
that Governor Willis. director of
The winner in the Murray conspace out their mailings over sevoilier
Cattle
'Years when big unexpected opinion of Japanese editors:
Kentucky. Louisiana,
state parks Russell Dyche, and
test. said Perry. will compete in
eral days so that mail will arrive ,it
Texas Technological College, On- breaks dominated the country's
L The Truman Doctrine.
state finance commissioner Clara state-wide show at Henderson
the postoffice in a steady stream,
tario
Ialani 'Pages: Uneler-+Ite-high cost of -2. The Marshall Plan,
January 12 and 13.
ence Miller had signed a secret
instead of in huge bunches.
Individual
collegiate
livestock living, for instance, would be in3. Vishinsky s speeches assailing
agreement November 18 to buy the
cluded inflation. the removal of "war-mongers.' •
Edwin G. chmidt, professor ot judgaig results:
During normal periods, cancella•
hotel from
D. Stewart of Leaany VaarstfrvieWlae- -caintrolia t
--fferl,, 174951'irT9ngrcy:1ate:
Murray'-151pC111
metier for $65.000. But neither the tions at the post office average' U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF AGR.
lege. and Robert Shanklin. editor Robert Walvoord. Ohio State: El- efforts of Republicans in Con-gress treaties. Italy. Finiand, Hungary.
money nor the deed were trans- 4.100 pieces of mail per day. Dur- Tobacco Branch,
Production andreduce
the
ROC
College
tesitliw-h
..11.Terouri
itettar,
ousi,ag
the
ing
alten
Dakortr
peak
of
the
-Agri=
a
Christmas seaferred The question before state
Marketing Adeninastratton
reorganizitlon
euilbral eerlege: Robert Noble. Ok- age and the attempts et manufacmeeting
ot
5. Formation of-the Corrunform.
officials MAY IS
who owns the son they reach 20.000 per day.
LOUISVIL
LE,
lah'ima
Associatio
November
n
at
A.
the
&
28
University
M.
"Many
and Thomas turers to meet the heavy demands
.people have their Christ-i
of
6 Reopening of foreign trade in
ruins of the fiutat
The
One
Sucker
for
Spaight.
Kentucky.
tabacco
consumers
Lexington,
Nolan
Marketgoods.
Carolina State I tie)
Saturday,
mis list:s almost complete, but are
Japan.
•
I
As to the traffic accidents, three
Cattle -- Joseph Fairbanks. Cuedelaying until they can fill in just ing season for the 1947 crud began Nov. 29
7 The death of Ambassador Geo
The No. 2 story par the U.P. list
persans were killed and two were
cm
November
25.
nell;
During
Relatives of Mrs Conn 1..ifIt1 reSchmidt
David Connelly, Ohio State; was also a "contirluing" cne-the Atchesun.
the first
reports that delegates
a few missing addresses, the postinjured Thanksgiving might when
two days of sales a volume otaa84,- to the meeting decided to revive Ames Kemp. University
master said "It would help us a
of Ken- United States versus Russia, inside
8 MolotoW• speiah saying the ceived word here today of her sudtwo cars collided near Prospect
410 pounds was aucaoned at in av- the organization, which has' been tucky; Jimmie Wallace.
Mrs. Linn, a former
Louisiana and outlide the United Nations. It secret of the atom Lomb no longer den death
great deal if next week these peoThe following day. a father and his
erage of $27.91 per hundred. Ac- dormant since the beginning
resident of Murray. died at her
was listed as "The cold war"
of State.
existed.
ple would mail all the cards and
son' were killed and another son
cording to the United States De- World War II. Victor Portman.
Sheep -- Clair Parcel. Kansas
The U.P. list from the viewpoint
9. Failure of the Four-Power home in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
gifts they have ready or can get
partment of Agriculture, the vol- faculty member of tha University State: H. A. Van Hoy, North
was injured when a passenger train
The body will arrive in Murrill
Caro- of American newspaper display: conference of foreisn ministers at
ready."
uane was slightly less than that of Kentucky. was chosen perman- lina State. and R. Wahlstram
hit the truck in which they were
tomorrow evening at 7700 &doe%
I. The high cost if living.
Moscow.
, uniFull and correct addresses are esriding.
marketed during the first two sales entasecretary of K. I P A. Steps versity of Nebraska. 4 tiel:
Saturday. a Catlettsburg
and will be taken to the J. H.
2. The cold war.
Paul
sential. and use of zone numbers
10. Princess Elizabeth' romance.
in 1946, but the general average was will be taken soon. said Sshmidt, Bamson, Purdue.
man was killed when hit by a
Churchill funeral home where fu•
3. Passage of 'the Taft-Hartley
helps greatly in sorting the mail for
The
South
American
list:
12.59 mare.
freight train as he walked along
The increase was to revise the constitution of the
neral sertices will' be held Wed.
law and subsequent litigation.
delivery, he said. Packages mina
I. The Marshall Plan.
brought about by higher average organization to make it compiy
the tracks.
ivers
nesday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
4. The Hushes-Myers investigabe wrapped securely with strong
Farmation
2.
of
the
Cominform
.
•Burial will be in the City CemeAnd, the state highway patrol has paper and heavy twine, and it's a prices from practically all grades in- with modern needs.
tion.
Inter-American conference at
c
g
cafaivered to the Astery
It is hoped that members of
released a report in which it says good idea to repeat the address
5,
Texas
City,
Texas.
disaster.
Rio
de
Janeriro.
ini.Nbans at this season' • higher K. I P. A will soon receive the
there were 50 traffic deaths in Ken- side the outer wrappings. Christ6 Princess Elizabeth's romance.
4 Resurgence of Degaulle.
loan rate. These delieeries repre- services and advantages which ara
tucky during October-bringing the mas cards should be tied in bundles,
7. Partition (if India.
5. Breaking of relations
CHICAGO, Dec. 1
Itil
UPI -Prosented a large proportion of the derived by members of the
Ken- duce:
8. Series of airplane disasters.
year's fatality toll to 482 For the with all envelopes facing the same
ment
Russia by Chile and Brazil
sales.
tucky Press Association
corresponding period in 1946. there way and the astamps in the same
9.
Arabalewa
h
controver
sy over
fl. Partition of India.
saultry: One car, 18 trucks:
Comparative prices with
I year
were 809 fatalities.
7. Paraguayan civil war.
corner.
steady; black chicken 26; Hens 24; Palestine.
)UR
straw heavy tear tirades 1:n from
10.
The
• • •
World
Series.
8. Britain's Economic crisis.
The postmaster asked that all $500 to
Leghorn hens 19; fryers 30-34:
The Calloway County Medical
$10.00 per hundred, thin
9 Texas City. Tex.. disaster.
Kentuckians celebrated Thanks- Christmas cards' arid packages for leaf $2.50 to
broilers 30-32: white rock springs, The United Press also polled
Society will meet at the Mutray
$6.00 and lugs tram .5Ik
newspaper
editors in other parts of
10. Molotov's speech saying the Hospital Tuesday evening.
giving this week-and at a fesult out-of-state delivery be in the mails to $3.50 A fairly
28: Plymouth Rock springs 28;
Decemlarge amount of
the world far their opinions op the secret of the •.torn bomb
there wasn't sir much going on in by December 10, and that local nondescript brauglit
le
no longer ber 2. at 7:30 iaclock.
ST LOUIS NATIONAI. STOCK- calared springs 2.5; heavy young 10
pric-s from
bigcast stories of the year. Edi- existed.
Tom
Frankfort. Most state employes had cards be mailed by December 15 75c to $250 below
turkeys
30-35: hen turkeys
A film on deafness will be shown
last year. Xhe YARDS, Dec. 1 i UPI - - USDA a-The list from India:
43. young geese 25: ducks 27-29: tars in 11 European capitals conto insure delivery before Christ- strongest demand was
an extended holiday.
ti the members present.
for, thin leaf atiestock:
tributed
to
the
list.
Russia
1.
was
Independen
not
ducklings
ce'of
mas.
India.
30: guineas 25; swan
•
and good to fine lug,. Although
However. the State
Hogs. 21.500.salable 17.500: marelection
,
included. The editors of Veatia
2. Britain's economic crisis.
prices for heavy leaf displayed the ket fairly active and prices steady graae. 22; COMM4,11 barn pigeons
Commission met to issue election
and
Pravda
told
the
U.P.
In
they
order
were
3.
to
Assassination of Premier of
provide _more mord
most substantial gams, the major- to weak wilh average Friday in I On doz.
certificates to successful candidates
understanding aif miarlern aircraft,
Burma.
Cheese: Twins 43-43 1-2; single "too busy" to make a list.
ity of these grades were it he As- largest hog-run of yeill. Good and
The report to the commission
The
European
list:
Navy student pilots will now begin
4. Punjab disorders.
choice 180 to 300 lbs.. 526-26.25; top. direies 45-45 1-2; Swiss 70-73.
isociation advance level.
'Maws Democratic governor-elect
I. The Marshall plan.
their
training
5, The Marshall Plan.
with
Butter: 422,840 lbs; firm; 93 score
the
SNJ
The quality of .early season de- $26.25; few early $275: 160 to 170
Earle Clements defeated his ReThe
partition
.2.
of India.
6. Palestine, particularly Britain's "Texan."
score 80; 89 score
liveries was very good. „Although lbs., $25-$25 75; 130 to 150 lbs.. $22- 85: 92 score 84:
publican opponent Eldon Dummit
•
3.
Formation
of the Cominform. decision to withdraw troops.
Carlots: 90 score 80; 89
.
a slightly larger preportion of non- 75-$2500; +00 to 120 lbs.. $1975by a plurality of one hundred
4. Communist
action
against
7. Princess Elizabeth% romance.
9. Foarnation of the Commform.
descript appeared. it was mere than $22: good PM'S, 450-lbs. down. -V5- score 74.
thousand and thirty-nine votes. The
leaders
in
Eastern
8. Reports that Russia has the
Eggs: 22.209 cases: firm: extras 1: opposition
10. Six hundred drowned in Bornoffset by the considerable increase $25_50: heavier weights, $24 50-$25:
final official count -- Clements,
William A. Moore. Superintend- in
5P63; extras 2: 57-61; 3 'and 4: 53- Europe tPetkov, Maniu, Mokola- secret of the atom bomb,
bay sea disaster
the amount of heavy lea:. Also, stags. $17.56-$21.
387.759: Dummit, 287.750.
ent of the Louisville Division of
55;
Standards
1 and.2.: 53; 3 and 4:
rthe percentages of "Unsourd" and
Cattle 8.100: salable 7,500; calves.
Further plans have been announc- Recreation, has announced that the
2,500, all salable. Market' moder- 543-52: current receipZ 48-52; dir"Damaged" tobacco walla sintl'l
ed for the inauguration December Kentucky Golden Gloves Boxing
when
tio38
chur
1-2
37 1:2
compared with last year" early ately active and generally steady
9: Kentucky's entire
Democratic Tournament will be held in Louis_
sales. Market abaci vers rep al the on steers and _butcher yearlings.
congressional delegation will attend ville Male High School gymnasium
crop most usable in several years. Cows, slow; bulls, steady. _Choi
the affair. A.nd Clements hase an- on January 15. 19. 22, and 26.
Sales consisted priecipally of fair yearling steers to $32; two load nounced that iriformal clothes Will
The tournament is to be jiiintly to fine heavy
leaf low to Rood medium hi rind steers. $23_25-28.5(1:
be 'proper for the occasion. He'll sponsored by the Louisville and
medium to good heifers and mixed
lugs and fair thin leaf.
wear a business suit.
Jefferson County Amateur Boxing
Commodity Credit • Corporation yearlings, $17423; good 'beef bulls
Incidentally._ you may have won- Association. Net proceeds arc to
loans by grades made thraush• the quotable araund $18.25 and $18.50:
Mrs Malinda laianta Mil, a 74,
wered just how much the election be donated to charities yet to be
Eastern and Western Dark Fired sausage bulls, $18 down; good and
died at a local hospital Friday otter
campaigning cost. The GOP state named.
Tobacco Growers' Associatian were choice' vealers. 52 lower; -lower
a 12-day illness.
campaign committee reported
to
The Kentucky Golden Gloves set- increased from $1.00 for
low Wes grade'. steady-. Good and choice.
She is survived by four daughthe board of election commission- up is the same as in the past years. up to
$9.00 and $10.00 for some 525-531; camman and medium. 514- ters.
Mrs. Les Jones. Murray,alis
ers that it spent $90.000 on behalf Competition is to be held in all heavy
leaf grades over lit year. $24: culls. $8411 •
'H irley Craig. Hazel. Mrs. Will
of its candidates. The Democratic weight chisaificatialis, in both the Most of
Sheep 4.300: salable 4.000: rethe loan rates were from
Wrather. Murry Route 4, Mrs.
state campaign committee reports Open and Novice Divisions, with all $5.00 to
$7.00 higher. Best nonde- ceipts mile& iibout 5 declas year- Halford Orr.
Detrait:anne son. Maran outlay of $44.000.
divisional champions earning an ex- script carries Inc same
ling
wetherss
few
hits clipped vin Miles. Murray gout°
advance as
•
t
•
4; one
pense-paid trip to the Regional last year. Baskets graded with
lambs,
balance
wooled native and sister. Mrs. Robert Brandon,
the
Hazel.
At Louisville. a capsule drawn Tournament in Evansville. Ind.
special "W" 'Doubtful Keeping Or- fed lambs, mostly trucked in. No Rcute
3: and three grandchildren.
from an aluminum satiric pan namAny boy can c(anpete in the big der I will be accepted by the Associ--Mee
-Miles
was
a merrrtrr of tlie
ed Freeman I.. Robinson as the new amateur show as long as he is a ation at 20 pcnacent
less than the full
Sairth
Pleasant
Grove
Church
state representative from Ken- bona fide amateur and possesses an, loan value this
seasan. This is the
where
the
funeral was held Saturtucky's 35th legislative district. He Amateur Athletic Union Member- first time
tobacco in this condition
day
at 230 p.m. trader the direction
and incumbent Michael
Gilligan ship card, which may be obtained has been accepted. Tobacco
graded
of Bev. Cecil Page. pastor rif the
tied for the past, but 'Gilligan has at the Recreation Division Offire in in "U" ithinsounda
"Dam" 'Damchurch, and Rea. A. C. Childers,
filed suit contesting the result.
Central Park, I.ouisville. ihere en- iread. and the poorest grades of nonV. L. Raspberry. 42. yViLS
Bullion. • •
cries now are being accepted. Ti descript will not be accepted.
Thrusday. Nov. 20, in the Hazel- 'Burial was in the South Pleasant
Elsewhere in the during the entet the Golden Gloves a boy
As of November I. the Crop' Re- cemetery. He died of
.1 heart C
,
Ii - tlrove Cemetery.
week. the Illinois Central railroad must till out an entry blank which parting Board estimated
•
it
the 1947 dition after a two-week illness.
The Paul Dailey Funeral lions
shops at Paducah announced that may be obtained from the Rocceii- production of One Sucker
He is survived by his father and
tobaccoin charg'• of arrangements.
124 employes will be laid off Tues- non Division. Central Park, Louis- at 24.820,000 pounds.
Producers mother, Mr 'and Mrs. Orak Rasday for an indefinite period
sales
.
last
ville 8. Ky.. end feltirn this blank
year totaled 28.244.747 berry:"threebnithera. Herman: De$250,000 CHAIR CREATED
Austin Moore, 45, has been named properly filled out to the same ad- pounds and averaged $22.39
per troit. Owen and Reboil Rasberry
CAMBRIDGE, Mass, rt.T.P.)--A
Lexington city manager replacing address
hundred.
of St. E.Altlift. .
chair far the4tudy- pf oceanic hisWill White who retired
First sales were held at Russell- ' Funeral services were
.
and
held in tory and affairs will be created at
Churchill Downs has applied to the
France received nearly nine mil- ville, Kentucky November 75 and the Hazel Methodist Church,under Harvard University under the
GRANDMA WENT A -Ill \TING-Mrs. Helen Carey. 43-year
will
state racing commission for a t9- lion short tons of US bituminous Franklin, Kentucky November 26. the direction of
-old grandmother and rancher
Rev, Cecil Page.' ..f the late Mrs. Mary McBurney
of Niles, Calif., startles passers-by ,on her return
.day spring meet to open Apra] 12, coal in the twelve months ended 'MaYrield. Kentucky and Westmorefrom a seven-day hunting trip In ElThe Paul Dailey .fuheral home Gardiner of New York, who left
dorado
County.
Accompanied only by her dog. Rusty, Mrs. Carey brings back a
with the Derby to be run May lt. 'June 1947.
ladda 'Tennessee opened. Friday. - was in charge of arrangements.
female bear
$250.000'for the. purpose.
weighing 350
and a 130-pound cub:
irters
ing

High Cost Of Living Is Judged Lead
News Story Of 1947 In Editors' Poll

Mail Christmas
Cards, Packages
Now-Postmaster
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Tobacco Market
Report
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Type 35, One Sucker
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Professor Schmidt,
Editor Shanklin
Attend Meeting

Body Of Former
Resident To Be
Buried He-e Wed.

PRODUCE

Medical Society
To Meet Tuesday

LIVESTOCK

Ky. Golden Gloves
Tourney Begins
Jan. 15, Louisville
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Mrs. Malincia Miles
Dies Friday After
Twelve-Day Illness

Hazel Resident Dies
Of Heart Condition
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

WAA Surplus

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Lediger. The Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January 17, 1943

Sales

not practical to attempt to scare

medicines),

ididn't want to worry diem).
4. Patient snare l'011e(21.ned about pation7 into going to deeturs. FreSurveys Show Cancer Patients Tend •nets
5. Fear of ductore and hospitals
complicating quently the'
iwith maiming of illness. buffering. discomfort of othe
and'ecoriomis
illnesses Iheart disease, diabetes.
To Avoid Deadly Delays In Reportingded,h).
flinch noire important
are
ntetors
arthritis). '

6. Fear of surgery (disabling effects, phychological, emotional and
Arnoung the surplus property' Surveys at New York's Memorial.
W PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
and
that
more
incheate
ieevereent of 8.7 per cent over the eyelet readjustmeuts, charge in
sales scheduled through the WAA Hospital
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL Al&HAGER
Customer Service Center. 704 Race more people ere avoiding deadly 1923-38 records. Particularly inn way of life, of being an incuinplete
Published afternoons except Sunday 'it 103 North 4th St Murray. Ky. Street. Concinnatr. is more than delays in reporting cancer to th.:ii • eiessive was the increasing tend- person, of reactions of husband or
ency ef patients to seek prompt wife, infidelity and complicated
5:04.000 worth uS unused tractors doeters
Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky. for Transmission as
located in the U. S. Naval AntoniBut seven out of tent cancer suf- treatment. Patients now are re- problems of sexual relationships,
Second Class -Matter
n:non Depot, Crane Indiana. which ferers still It:ii to report suspici- oionsible for delay in only 32 per etc)
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: BY Carrier in Murray. per week 20: per will be sold at fixed prices to all ons ssinpium., promptly. And thes
of the cases -a 12.3 per cent
7. Fear of cancer loam. Possibiliper
elaa•
countiee,
adjoining
$3.50,
year,
and
Calloway
month, 85c. In
Physicians were ty of death, implic skins of treatpriority clairnints and construction' invite death by their delay. Boni improvement.
where $5.50.
cent
27.8
in
re
.
responsible
per
phsennans
and farm machinety dealers and petienis and
- _
ment I.
tee vases, an increase if 1C.8 Social and Economic:
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO. 903 Ster:ck 4r.anufacturers in a sale beginnihg spersIble.
Michigan
N.
307
York;
New
Ave.,
Park
250
Tenn.;
Merr,ph:s
BuilcLng,
December S. Harry E. RiAer.
1 Inability to undertake cost of
A comparison of surreys made at ye:v. ta,; -AnJ the joint eulpabilAve., Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
patient and physician has medical care ilack of knowledge
Regional directenestated that- all 1938 and in 1947 snowed'that inc. tv
orders should be directed to tte percentrige of delays in treatma it .1e:incited 4o 10.8 per cent-a fall of of facilities foe care).
per con
•
Cincinnatti WAA office.
2. Financial obligations to deof cances dropped nine points
Fear. Ignorance, False Economy
pendents.
The Cincinm:ti WA.- office );•111 nn, the lime sears.
Mrs. Hazel Ta)lor. a competent
3. Pride in economic independalso accept sealed bids trum priorDr. Gay F Robbins pointed the
worker, ence ifear of economic dependence,
try claimants and commercial bnY- out in htb arecie. "The Culpability. NAL sympathetic leislal
PRESs ASSOcLATION
flit.Ki
ess en searehlieht mirror!, until for Delay in toe Diagnosis anj t •ok the time and trouble to ex- of loss of. jobi.
4. Senility -lack of real mental
10:00 A M , FS1 Dec 15 and on Treatment of C'an..cr... in the Jour- Wore the reasens for delay on the
re;ect an Advertising. Letters to the Edetor
W. rt..,r, . 1:a
five lots fen (sus metals including nal of the American Medical Asso- patient's part. In -detailed inter- responsibility on part of patient.
of Publ.c V. cc Items which In our opinion are not for thejoesit interergl
views with 250 patients who had
5. Lack of confidence or faith in
aluminum. bronze, alloy bar stock; ciation, September 6. 1047
Of our model.
doctors.
aluminum bar stock. copper tubin,g
Drs..G. T. Pack and J. S Gallo, delayed .she asked: "Why?"
"Feat:. said some.
6. Patient dependent on family
Monday Afternoon, December 1, 1947
and nickel copper tubing until basing their findings on interviews
or relatives-reluctant to be a
10:00 AM. tEST, December 16.
"Ignorance," others contesseo.
with 1,000 cancer patients durinc
The WAA Customers Servize the period 1923-38, reported in 1938
Still ethers felt they couldn't al- -burden" or to use any more of
Center. 245 N High St. Columbes. that there wes no delay in treat- 1 .4-d treatment or couldn't aiford to their funds than alssolutely necessary._
Miro. win clisposo of over S78 000 ments in 20.7 per cent of the cases leave their Jobs.
.cedelie all at'- user an article by For- worth ,,41 unused general -harda a: a.
I'he , t,
This is how Mrs Teske listed • 7. Feeling of not being sick while
They found the patient alone rethe
it
Indiana.
tor
Co!
1
111I,er
Ft
A. tl.trn•
still able to week.
hand souls and-rnel supplies, et spansible for the delay in 44.3 per heir reasons:
Lack of Knowledge:
need prices accoschng to the..;ol- cent of the casesethe physicei alert' Emotional:
current
1. No pain or discomfort -nuthI Fear of ridicule by the' docvhairnlan of a house subcothmittee on lewee; priority • pattern: " Federal eesponsible 17 per cent of the time.
Mr. kill!
ing need b.) dune.
Agencees. December Ail:- Certified and patient and physician jointly tor.
anLi pcgianda in the executiye departments ot
2 Symptons interpreted as comvet. rens Wor:d War II. Decemo. r
2. Fear of exam.nation by the
ci [trent and hi:4 ssrticle reveals a situation 1: 'end Ft. FWA. December 11: responsible in 18 see cent cif the
the<fc.deral
doctor -- shame, embarrassment mon illnesses within patients' exeases.
citizen,
aVxrage Anlentnan
thi:t inot ..!;‘ Aoki-Anis to the.
state and iocel governments. DecDrs.,Bobbins. and J. F LOach, re 'particularly of reval and gyneco- perience I injury. cold sore, .cold.
yeaTs. -would' have. beeonsid- 't mewl. 164 eligible non-profit instih. it.
eye strain, poor dentures, etc.)
perueig on surveys ot more than logical ,rxaminatuinsi.
• ,.
3. Symtoms interpreted as treattutionsiarDecember 17. and all other 500 patients during 1946-47. found
r
eic
3. Fear of confirmation of susble .b.-self or family or friends
.
,r,,ssm:-.n says that the'exceutive branch or purehasers 'Decerm)er 22 until that there is no delay in treating melon of cancer.
- "Fla' 4,.e 14.
4. Fear of family reaction to ill- thum-e- remedies, salves, patent
29.4 per cent of the cases, an inn
determined ior years to Cram sold.
,
the- e-okr-i- nnieitt _hat
10 00 A If tEST, December 16
1 the American taxpayers a compulsory
dowil h.- hrtt:tt
is the latest that the Columbus
heal'l i:,s,,rnce hill that is estimated to cost seven billion WA.A. office will accept sealed
bids ft in priority claimants and ell
of its pub- levels (4 trade on flannel. elaste.
is now financing 'all the
mer•
o! a untiaciimpai-gn directly out of the fed- cord and gun covers Thus
be sold in five
chandise
.).N.oss wantrrn iolation of law, including
tht
w , 1! b .ni...Ltie
fur representati‘ es to report '
a
1.1
base, or total bid for lot but ,h •
corn\v,orkillg in socialiltic and
t - 7t• •
must specay or. purchas,
!, •• ••• huild up z•entiment in Con- ordse e hat past of ittial laid applies
tie, ill
to ich port:on of
•
•
groein ui_Ncw York
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Our Most Dangerous Lobby

of anoyeledze and
a. Thought of symptoms due to than the lack
menopause (especially breast and presence oi fs•i,r.‘
gynecological eases).
-The profession must be educ: 6. Good health for many years-- ted. Seinetimes this must be done
refusal to believe to illness
in spite of many of its members, a
7. Treetment thought useless be- situation previously encountered in
cause of ILO age 'particularly sur- the fig;it against Tuberculosis
gery); (b.) belief that cancer is in"Ittstortunately, many cancer,
curable and fatale tc) belief that
nu symetom at ell until they
show
any illness requiring medical care'
are relatively far edvanced. It is
is fatal.
because ..of' this fact that laymen
Drs. Robbins and Leach said their
must be showe the: frequent' phy1046 survey disclosed these reasons
sical examinetions are necessary.
for the physicians' delay: Ili InaThey must be yid ofs what a thorbility to make diagnosis or failure
examination censists and how
to refer patient to clinic; 42) Cor- ough
to ascertoin and demand this type
rest treatment but delay :'(ter no
of en eearnination."
response:
No treatment and no
advice; IF incorrect advice, and
GRANDMA CUTS UP
'5i Incorrect treatment.
ROCHESTER. Vt. (UT )-Mrs.
Detectiou Saves Lives
"Those of us who work on this Bertha Huntington, a 77-year-old
problem
constantly know that great-great-grandmother, is still
early recognition and definitive en active barber here after 61 years
treatment cf cancel' now salvages of hair cutting. She has been the
hre than two
many lives," said Di. Robbins. "One village barber for 9T
of our main problems is to get pa- generations, conducting her shop
in what would otherwise be the
tients this type ot care.
nenn of a d.aighter's home.
"It winel dseern to Lill upon usthe American Censer Society and
the members .of the nursing nand
SOLVES WEED PROBLEM
medical professions-ti carry on
BATTLE CREEK, Mich. , U.P.)an educational protitam which will Hetbert G. Goslin built his sun.
;naterially improve the really dis- mrr home and huniirrt lodge on
graceful situatem which now ce- mershy lake but had treuble reec,
ing it because water plant., foul,
"In order to improve the' cure- .his outboard rioter boat. So he
rate among cancer patients, a very mounted an eirplane-type propelbroad • comprehensive
education lor on the rear of his dusk boat
nt••
program 'must be instituted. It i

hi•uo i

l

,•. • fi •

the ohly members of the meds.R . ialized medicine.- and Mr
T h e y will benefit financiall
insurance
cr.m14u1ry. health
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Runs Wild
When Contractor's Adding Mac
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You may not-see them
-there
If they stood by your dining table tonight,
could you turn them away? If they,
*stretched out their hands for help, could
'
All they ask-these pitifully hungry.
children of Western Europe-is "Share a
little of your plenty with us."

•
HI-41111dt I

meat on
any cuts of
Twpwleirs. Do not
at home nor1),vf, lamb, veaj. pork serve
or ha:n
ask for them
On days
in
you do use
restautants.
cheaper grades.
meat. buy the
Us• ins
poultry or eggs
eon
not serve
chicken, turkey, Th•ridays. Do
eggs at home
duck, goose or
and
do
re
staurants. On rays not order them in
buy the
you do buy
cheaper grades
jowl,
such as
chicken.
stewing
tee. • sties of
slice of bread, kneed every defy.
Every every bun, rell
you save
or muffin
means more
hunger
......, Wheat to fight
abroad. Remember when
eating oat,
will serve
bread
scssaurants
specie/ reque5t. and butler only
on your

... at least 100 million extra bushels from
us! Their crops, cut by freeze and
drought, are the' smallest in recent
history.

you refuse them?

1110

WHAT YOU CAN
Do!
Lis, n•

We-America-cannot say no. We cannot stand by and let hunger ravage
Europe this winter robbing our friends of
their strength, their courage, even their
hope.
Wheat is what they desperately need

We must save wheat for our friends in
Europe by cutting Waste of bread, cake
and cereals; and, bec-ite,e mil:ions„ of
bushels of.grain ai.e used for feccling animals. by cutting-aown on meat, too.
- Let us join together to hel,p them help
themselves. Then they can join with us in
building the stable, peaceful world we all
want to live in.
,

5,avd Wheat 5e.ve meati 6ave the-Peace,

,
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and Save Money
In

Notices
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginninfrat
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exehange
and Auction Co, -Hopkinsville
Ky.
tf
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WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A.
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
MU

For&le

Crossword Puzzle

FOR SALE-Baby chicks, one week
-old. 14c each as long as they last. ELECTRIC MOTOR, repair and rebuilding, quick service-Sam Pil-Murray Hatchery.
Die
low, phone 18 or 1285-M, Paris,
MTW tf
FOR SALE-Good used Warm-aire Tenn.
stove. Call 9117.
Dlc

For Rent

FOR SALE-16 pigs and three spotted Poland China sows- August
BEFORE BUYING- any vacuum
Wilson farm, Crossland, Ky.
lp FOR RENT-Nice 5-room house on
North 4th St. Immediate possessweeper, see the new model Kirsion. Phone 122 or 68.3-J3.
by. Kirby has every Attachment
D3c
plus electric floor polisher. Only
Kirby has a saniemtor. For a free
demonstration in your home, just OPEN FOR BUSINESS - Wiring
call 1120-J-L. C. Robinson, Dist. and amall appliances service calls.
Mgr.
Used Maytag washing machine in
D3p
perfect condition- Jones Electric
Shop, Lynn Grove, Ky.
D2p
With the first on-the-campua
checkup of subsistence payments
MEMORIALS
mintArglion said bada,y ct.
fl
LOST-White pointer male
bird Calloway County Monument Com- tinue to send representatives to
dog with lemon ears. Plug out of pany, Vaster A. Orr, sales mana- every school and college in
Ohio,
one ear. Answers to name of ger. Phone 85. West Male Street Michigan and Kentucky during the
Extended
MU first week of each month
"Frame." Liberal reward. Notify
of the
Hugh Miller,
New Providence,
1947-48 school year.
KODAK
FINISHING,
advertising
Ky.
DI p
VA said the monthly visits are
photography. portraits. We buy
designed to eliminate even the most
LOST-Black 6 months old Cocker and sell used cameras - Donell
isolated cases of delayed subsistence
Spaniel. Call Dr. Hal Houston. Studio, 203 South Sixth Street.
Payments to veterans studing insPhone
387.
MU
Phone 540. Reward.
D2c
der the G. I. Bill.
V_A repersentativea making the
LOST-Lusina Geneva watch, milMONUMENTS
IN LONDON - Secretary of
itary style. On Sixth
between Murray Marble and Granite Works, monthly surve!is are prepared to
State George C Marshall
Walnut and Main, last Wednesday East Maple St., near Depot. Tele- expedite action to remove the cause
payments to
night-Tommr Taylor Telephone phone 121. Porter White and L. D. of any delays in
leaves the "Sacred Cow,"
students. All veterans not receiving,
890
formerly President TruD3p Outland, Managers
Mt!
their allowances on time will be
man's private plane, which
interviewed personally. the -ren.-eflew him to London for the
sentatives will report delayed payBig Four Ministers' meeting.
ments directly to the office in
Two of the main topics at
which the accounts are kept. Office
the London meeting will be
staffs will make .every effor to
the German and Austrian
erpedite the .claims.
••••
treaties.
Veterans Administration today
FARMER
TOLD
TO TAME
urged World War 11 seterans in
Ohio. Michigan and Kentucky to OVERFLOWING WELL'
GRAND FORKS. N. D. 17.P.)pay their G. I *prance premiiiins
by draft, personal check or mosey Damon Babinski, Manvel. N. D..
order rather than by direct caeli farmer. was fined. $25 here ..for
Cara riati EôãCafe
'failure to control an artesian
remittances.
ill -t
110 1.0 ine.to tO INLV•0
Remittance by draft, check or well."
ill lir woo el 0 NA% 120 umgml.
I....0
money order should be made payNO sk.ra, mass/
-/21 gola
A
al mi
neighbor Complained
mime.
that
im•
me/
'tile to the Treasurer of the United Eteibinski's well' had overrun part
States. Vrtelans may make insii..- of his land and two county highance payments in person at any of ways.
the authorized VA Collection officcs.
The court, observing that "water
located in metropolitan areas in still is a mighty valuable commodEast Highway
Murray, Ky.
Phone 324
the three states, or remittance may ity in Nolen Dakosa." ordered

Services Offered

Ex-Service Men's
News

I

Lost and Found]

COMPLETE

CONCRETE SERVICE
iii it%

:.-CO CR TB PROD

WALL PAPER
SALE
of
STOCK WALL PAPER
All new 1947 patterns. A number of
beautiful patterns to select from for each
of your rooms.

%
DISCOUNT FROM DECEMBER 1
THROUGH DECEMBER 6

Branch Office No. 6. 52 S. Starling
Street, Columbus Ohio
• •••
Less than five weeks remain in
which National Service Life insurance policies which have Jetsed may be reinstated withoat
-physical examination. Veterans Alniinistration Branch Offiee.offuiala
in Columbus i0i said today.
After the deadline date of December 31. 1947. policies which ii.o e
lapsed more than three months canat be reinstated without the veteran proving his insurability by
a complete physical examination
At the present time, and until
the end of the year. a veteran
may reinstate term insurance in
most eases by simply signine a
-.1atement to the effect that I, i.ealth is as g
as it was at
time of lapse
ri" by
relent I
of two monthly pre ur nuance can be reinsta ed
• • • •

- Read Ledger & Times Classifieds,

$21 FINDS ITS WA'
INTO CAN or SOUP
MOORHEAD. Minn. i1J.P.1-Bill
Wherzog found a F21 can of soup
when a customer ordered tomato
soup at Wherzag's resturant.
When Wherzeig opened the can.
he saw a piece of crumpled paper
in with the coup. As .he was about
to throw the can away, he detected
printing which said: -Payroll:Savings Plan. National Bank and Trust Co. of New Jersey."
Inside the folded paper ,were
four $5 bills and a SLhilli

ai

I

/7

WRESTLING

City Auditorium

Today's Sports Parade

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Times

S.

NANCY

A Steaming Idea

By Ernie Bushmiller

, AUNT FRITZ' ---- THE
LANDLORD CALLED AND
'SAID HE'D HAVE TO
r
TURN OFF OUR
HOT WATER
FOR TWO
DAYS ---

-

Q Will VA increase the $13 /0 I
I get for my 10 per weent Wee I I
War II service-connected
ity in event I marry7..,
A No Your compensation is
bsed upon the degroe of disability.
No additional compensation is payable for dependents.

19-year mastery by a 17-2 score.
kicked a point and brought back a
And while there weren't many
kickoff
56
yards
to
set
up the tying games on the home front. MichiANSWER r0 •
eat Still s PI Z/1 V
I touchdown in the last 45 soconds.
gan State traveled to Honolulu and
...Justice steamed to a v.:dr of dusted off Hawaii, 58-1 as a light014-11011.5
32 Bit ut cons
touchdowns ae North Care'ina,
footed lad named. Bud Crane trot1 -Imo wildly
33-One opposed
Viper
frustrated- bowl stripper, warped ted to four touchdowns.
34 - Traffic violator
8 Come to earth
36- Dow,. duck
,upposedly powerful Virginia, 40-7.
Al! of which would seem - to indiBaking chamber
37 --Hurried
IS Contend
38 Voice range
Probably hoping to be graduated cate that you don't necessarily need
14 twirling sword
39 -Reiman
15 Serve
42 -Bits of Lees
to a general, at least, Rowan, the quantity. eBut the fellow on tha
44-5810 titter
16 Millet
Memphis Mauler, made a on -man bench whose hair gets grayer every
18 Sooner than
47-Finish
580 fr
pxor nboneugmer
4
la Spree
. how of the Aemy-Navy game. All .i.iturday will tell you that quality
tot
29 A color
he did was pass to one tott-hdown. sure helps a lot.
21- heck
51 -Floss
23-- Writing fluid
streak 92 yards for the second and
52-Drug source
35 Large antelope
grind out 148 yards in 18 tries for
27 -Figures In a
53-Knob
ATOMICS PROGRESSES
54-Squat
:edger
an - average of 82 which comes
MINNEAPOLIS ir.P.1.-Univer55-F:iicli of rows
SI P.:dents
close to Leine a record in :his dog sity of Minnesota physicists are
(SOWS
fight; For the seas n he ni /de 740 working on a mechanism tnat will
/
a
9 to ./
,
1-Fixed course
yards M . 121 rushes, a 6.1 yard av- photograph cosmic raY action 20
2-Assert
a,
:3
erage which is one yarn a try bet- miles above the earth. Three nu3-Originate - •
4-Conclude
ter. than the great Doc Blarichard clear physicists say they have near9,
5-To be of use
7
ever acoomPlished.
6-Indication
ly completed a. 14-pound cloud
-Fii,timing
7
ro
A few other boys musc.cd into chambor and a motion picture
8-Garland
9-Mimic
camera to catch the traces of fiatthe act, it's true.
ID Cil•clal snow
2 22
/
-2,8 1
2-3
.17
11-Act
Take
Jimmy
Castlebetrv,
who
' 3
17-Tear
carried
:5 2ie
on family tradition at tudes.
19-Cummand
28 29 50
22 -Orion of goose
Georeia
"
Tech
by going 69 yards
24-Cobra-like snake
V/ 33
,32
The War Assets Administration
with an interceptioh to set up the
25-Bitter vetch
A
26-Fold
/4 ..
touchdown which beat Geor iia, 7-0. has signed an agreement with the
27 -Hearing organ
Republic of Austria under whiah
28-, Not telithalim
Then there was Junior Thomas,
29_-Summer if r I
that country will receive a cniciit
7
/
,38
tar7
30-Tille of-respect.
who did pretty were by Oklahoma.
of $10.000.000-4or the 'purchase of
22-Leasers
Junior jaunted.38 and so yards for
35-Fire Parliament
93
/1 ilZ
+9 40 41 ei2
49 v15 vib
38-Railed railways
touchdowns in the last five min- domestic surplus property d'n a
38--Cat kin
utes to upend- the Oklahoma Ag- non-priority basis.
49
39-Look oxen
`M
I47
41:1-44nIpIng stick
gies, 21-13.
el-Arming
I '51
51
50
43-ToIet kit
And Oregon State's Dick Gray
45-Smell
made a Ii tog ti ip ve-arthwhile as h
46-Wild plant
55
94
63
infltery
-Late
48
scored one and flipped three,louchwriter
Every Tuesday Night
downs in a'.27-6 defeat of NebrasDu. 11, •••••111
49-Cheer
ka.
at 8:00 O'clock
Single handed, Bob Sullivan kept
the Holy Cross jinx alive against
Boston Collegeas he bulled to the
.., PARIS, TENN.
first two touchdowns,in a 29.By OSCAR FR.-1.EY
quest.
Slionsured
United Press Sports Writer
by
.----Doveal in West Virginia they're
• V.F.\V
title downing Missi;sippi State, 33NEW YORK. Dec 1 tUPL-Them
kinda
proad..of
the pitching of Tom14.
•
'Adyance Seat Sale at
my Keane, too. His delivery playas has, gas-land so it ramained
Chuckina Charley, set up one
Fry Drug Co.
ed
a prominent part en ending Pitt's
todeiy in football.
touchdown, passed for two and
The guYs who have been grabb- scored another. wh:ch is more or
ing the neadlines all season stayed less routine. Etht his 13. compleright on the job Saturday despite a tions in 18. altempts boosted his reslim schedule.
cord completions to 133 for the
So it probate's/ is gilding the lily season.
to tell you that the standotes were
Poole, who caught the all-star
such accepted stars as Mississippi's habit at Army, mitted four of
those
Charley Conerly and Barney Poole: heaves to make his total receptions
SMITs Doak Walker: North Caro- 52 for the year and break by two
lina's Charley 'Choc Chooi Jus- the mark created in 1941 by
Harry
tice!, aril Army's Ripper Rowan.
Stanton of Arizona.
Conerly and Poole, dripping with
Walker remai
merica • onors came tip with natorial threat as SatiT was
tied,
nes/ national records as Ole Miss 19-19, by red-hot TCU. He went 62
wbh the Southeastern Conference and three yards for touchdowns

1,04`6,
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Glamour Girl Pauline Has a Plan

_ -........._
AL,I.
THE MOViEVON4 Sr
HUMILIAT/NG CHUCKLING OVER
°iT5
DILEMMA t:1 ONE
.TDF
NE6v
GLAMOUR
GALS. HER
LEAPINt3 MAN
WI-IPP UP
THE
fOSTCAN'TTHE
ADORING
1_00K; AT
BY AFCRI5AV Clid•
REQUIRED
THEiTHE<cgtsPr. THE ONLY
KAY
PIRE-4-roR CAN
ROMANTIC
GET'A
LOOK ON
F'US'S 15
HIS

By

ITV BE UNGALLANT OF ME
TO. MENTION NAMES,FCLKS -BUT WHEN A CERTAIN
GLAMOUR GIRL CAN
NO LONGER GET EVEN
AN INTERESTRO

7-FalAW! PONT LET U WASTE
CUR -rimE GEEIN'INER! SHE5
-

LOOK FROM HER
NEW LEADIN6
MAN -IT'S ABOUT
TIME SHE
SWITCHED TO
CHARACTER
ROLES!

TO YANNK
CLAscIC
OF HIS
LINE c::- THE 6.6. OCT
STITUTE HI5 VISION AND
SUBLOCAL
-FED
5WEETHEART. ANDCORN
-0.6.
15 THE

4,4

reek,

Raeburn Van Buren

MEANYVHtLE: CZN5TREE CORNEf25
THERE'5 ONLY ONE
WAY OF SQUELCHING
THAT RUMOR!CHARLIE
P01365 MUST MARRY
ME!!!

c egai.a.14:r
:
04

s
.•
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BLARN'ING.F.--

,

•
No

We also have a fine stock of Paint, Varnull, Shellac, Linoleum, Window
Glass

FOOLING?
BOSTON rUP I --9.1rn over. a
drugstore. soda fountain: Our Employes Are Master Soda Fountain
Engineers,"
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Hughes Paint &
Wallpaper Store
South Side Square

Telephone 383
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WORKS FOR MOORS
to relieve distrei3 in
Vicki Vspoltub Its
the night even while
relief giving adman
your chile eaten!
Starts instentis...
When you rith it on throat, chest and
back. Vicks'VapoRub starts sight tc
work to soothe irritation, ease Cough.ng, relieve muccular soreness and
iehtness And VapoRub keepa of
working for hours
in the night toVICKS
VAPOR y.
bring rclief.Try
RI 111110TROF rub on
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noon she had never been disturbed
by the thought that she would soon
marry a man to whom she was
indifferent.
In her room.she fell to dreaming.
She had never met anyone like Peter—so impudent and yet so gentle:
so poaitive in his assertion that he
hated the rich.
As she dressed,she wondered Just
•••••••• ilraol•ra•• 1•4
Boa br
what he would think 1 he saw this
Mickey.
in scarlet dress and scarlet
Michele Miekey Ryan. rich [carted Aunt Henrietta. "The very
shoes, with William's magnificent
Detroit society girl. bumps into thought of it enrages me!"
That's because the war may diamond on her finger. She sighed.
Peter Standish, peer young LLIVyer, schen both lo..• their hats strike deep into her income.thought
LL this time Mary, her maid.
on a Atilt'', eerner lio has no Mickey. Suddenly, she was frighthad been moving swiftly and
idea who she is and incites her to ened at the prospect. Pampered
him. Despite and protected, she had taken it f9r silently about the room helping to
hate cafe!
her conventeonal upbringing un- granted that she would always have slip the scarlet dress over Mickey'5
der the ,aict surveillance of her money—plenty of it to indulge her shoulders, giving an expert touch
wealthy Aunt Henrietta. she ac- every whim. Now she wondered. to her soft black curls, picking up
companies him to a nearby res- Would the'war work changes in the and putting away clothes.
-13.0 you know who is coming to
taurant. Attracted to him. she pattern of her aunt's life and her
dinner. Mary?" asked Mickey idly•
hide, from ham the engagement own?
"There
will be three guests—Miss
In a little while. the •car swung
ring given her b:$ her fiance. Witham Harrington Wayne. III. and through the wrought iron gates of Rosamond and Mr. Wayne and antells him ter name is Mickey her aunt:s shore estate. Stretches other young man. Possibly someone
Brooks. He thinks she's a work- of green lawn, clipped and smooth. Mr. Wayne met in Canada."
Canada? Mickey remembered
ing girl and, to her dieemay . tells were broken by masses of shrubher he hate' the rich. When they bery and long beds of early spring that William had just returned
Part. he, makes a dale with her flowers bursting into bloom. In the from a trAi to the north. He spent a
for the nest day . hut ,he has no distance was the lake, blue and cold great deal of his time in Canada
intention of keeping it. for she this April day: ahead the house, a fishing and hunting. It was a relief
to have him gone. soon she wotild
feels flat they could not be great Pile of stone.
belong to William. and then—
friends if he knew her true illenMaurice. the chauffeur. jumped
This thought was too upsetting
tity. Nevertheless. as she goes to down to stand at respectful attenan excluaive shop to try on dress- tion as they left the limousine. to continue.
Leaving
her room, she started
es, she wishes ,he could see more M c k e y regarded his impassive
She was ha:fway down
of him. By the time she leases countenance curiously. What did downstairs.
when she heard the front door
the shop and ,tarts home in her he think? What did he feel? Did he
aunt', limou.ine. he ecen won- envy them the luxury in which they open. There was a rush of sharp
ders whether she has fallen in lived? Was his name really mau- night air.
William.
love with him.
r.,.E• or was it something else, just She stood looking over the banis•
aa Celeste's name was something ters, saw William's blond head as
CHAPTER III
else?
he took off his hat and handed it to
usine MOVed
S THE
the butler. She saw his broad heavy
AS
UN"T HENRIETTA said sharp- shoulders in the black dinner jackaway Iron: tile curb. Aunt it ay. "What are you staring at.
et, the white gleam of his shirt
Henrietta aaic!. -YOU look pale. Michele Come in and get ready for front. The overhead lights shone
It's most tatmuing to have a dinner. WO:lam said that he was on his smoothly parted hair.
bringing a young man with him."
fitting isn't it 7"
By leaning farther over the banIndifferently. Mickey sat d.
Cl'). al iekey rep lie d, Who" Etat- afar aunt had already ister, she could see the other Samna
man.
Tall—slender—a shabby top
briefly.
swept into the house.
coat—no hat.

berated their thirtieth wedding anniversary Monday, December 1.
Kentucky Belle wishes for these
good folks good health, good luck
and many more happy years la

and family for a few more days.
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hanley were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Nullie Smith at North Tturteenth street Rev. and Mrs. Clyde
Robertson were dinner guests of
the Smiths.
Mrs. A. M. Hanley, Mrs. Clyde
Robertson, Mrs. Monroe Compton,
and Mrs Smith were Sunday afternoon callers of Kentucky Belle.
Miss Lucille Washburn of North
Thirteenth street, who spent the
past week with her, sister, Mrs. Dan
Manley and Mr Manley of Louisville, returned home Sunday.

Ti

"C

come.
With best wishes to all from
—Kentucky Belle

•

Almond trees provide one of our
most tasty delicacies and one of
our most poisonous chemicals. The
oil of the bitter almond is the
source of deadly hydrocanic (or
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hanley cele- prussic) acid.
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Mickey caught her breath. Peter
Standish!

- Standish! What wa-s he

1.crc in

het aunt's house?

WHAT was he doing here, in her
Mr aunt's . house? How could,
could he
know William? Had he guessed
she was and come to cati/ound her?
Of course not He would never guess
that the girl he had picked up on
a downtown street corner could be
Michele Ftyan.
Then why was he here?
She drew back into the shadows.
Peter stood locking at a portrait on
the wall, The portrait was of
Mickey's' Virginia grandmother.
Everyone said she resembled
Mickey.
Peter said, "Hello . . . Who's the
lady"
W.1,1114M Walked over ad goad
beside him. "The grandmother of
my,fiancee. Michele Ryan -She resembles someone I know,'
said Peter musingly.
Just then, the butler opened the
front door to admit Rosamond WUmn, Mickey heard her quick, vivacious laugh,saw her small figure in
Os smart spring coat.
"Where's Mickey"Rosamond
atked. after William /gad greeted
her and introduced Peter to her.
"Mickey?" Peter whirled to face
her.
"Mrs. Harrigan's niece—Mickey
Ryan. I went to school with her."
explained Rosamond.
Mickey was in a panic. Could she
walk calmly down the stairs and
explain the farce she had made of
that first meeting with Peter? Peel
los scornful glance when he learned
she was not what be thought? Of
was there a way she could continue
the pretense'
•

She herself felt little interest in
C,
to either Williarn or the strange man
he was bringing with him. William
• ri't ',:ke a was a bore. Fortunately, he showed
no great inclination to monopolize
her company. She knew that his
interest in her prospective fortune
blur.'.Y
He: a a • a ' : 'It.
y
was greater than .has interest in
her.
(To be continued)
CU.o tia se am:.
Other eirls. she knew made aim- (The characters in this serial are
-WM:aril
tz,to war." ilar marriages. Marriages planned
fictitious)
"Let not :memo the war:' re- by their tangles. Until this after- copyright 1041. by Urkmetcy Vabliartitas Os
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FLEISCHMANN'S Dry Yeast-

A VALUABLE LEG—Trainer Picariello works on a kink in one of Orben "Spec" Sanders'

NEW YORK eUF•r—A new hillier.
dollar industry will be with us to
1960 according to Orrin E. Dunlap. Jr, in the preface of his revaned edition of -The Future of
Televaiuna Harper. $3 e.
But before television can reaeti
its majority. nea techniques must
be developed that will enchant the
American eye as radio has captivated the tar, he otheves.
Pointing out that television
essential show b waness. Dunlap
believes the standard radio pi °grams will riot be at all. For instance. speeahmakers will have te
out their talk to 10 or 15 minutes
or run the risk of boring the "televiewer," whose patience is reputedly shorter than that of the radio
listener, he wrote:
"Until television can offer headline events in all classes of entertainment
it cannot nope to
compete with the radio set, the
electric stove and refrigerator as a
The eye
utility in the home
does not cherish amateurish telecasts"

Dunalps book coesiders the
technical aspects of - television as
well as iorecoming visual feasts
in news. sports events. cartaor
and movies

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
sa,,elagecx save/mai! ia.mepe-acet

today

•

veal. or Iambi
tb cap es aporated milk
4 cup uncooked rolled oats or tt
-e teal
cup erinular
4 tablespoons nnel; at onion
34 teaspoon salt
Pas"' of pepper •'•
Put ail ingrednmis In • bowl and mix
Moroughly Drop from • teaspoon into
aell-greased shallow baking pan. platng close together Bake on oven shell
ditly below center in moderate oven
(350' 1' ) 30 minutes, or until brown.

Peanut Gravy. Makes 2
dozen.

PEANUT GRAVY
2 teaspoons fat
4 cup peanut butter
34 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
34 cup evaporated milk
44 cup water
Cook union slowly 5 minutes In fat.
Blend in peanut butter, salt and pepper.
Stir in slowly the mixture of milk and
water and stir until smooth Serve with
Meat Nuggets or on mashed potatoes or
cooked macaroni. 4 servings

cups milk
erg )01k, well beaten
tablespoons lemon juice
teaspoons *sated lemon rind
egg white, stilly beaten
Mix sugar, cornstarch and salt in top
of double boiler. Gradually add milk.
mixing until smooth. Place over boiling
water and cook. StIrrlrui constantly.
until mixture thickens. Cover and continue cooking 10 minutes longer. stirring
occasionally. Remove from heat. Pour
gradually over well-beaten egg yolk.
stirring constantly_ Return to double
boiler and cook 2 minutes longer, stirring constantly Remove from heat Add
lemon Juice and rind. Fold hot mixture
slowly into•stltry beaten egg white Pour
into serving dish: cool and chill. 4
servings
2
I
3
134
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MOVIETONE NEWS PRESENTS

LEMON PUDDING
b cue
3 tablespoons cornstarch
m teaspoon salt

•

"The Royal
Wedding"
Scenes of unforgettable splendor as 21-year-old
Princess Elizabeth weds the new Duke of Edinburgh, Philip Mountbatten.
10
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Showing

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

VARSITY
VARSITY

TUESDAY
and Wednesday

THE HEART STORY YOU'LL REMEMBER

Girl Scouts Of Troop
Four Spend Night
In Scout Cabin

TODAY...
TOMORROW...
ALWAYS!for it's Laughter,
Meat
the man
behind Ilse
miracle'

,

Tenderness and Joy!
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pa tablespoons ftaely cut onion
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keeps in the cupboard

• LOCALS

16.

AI your grocer's.

MONDAY PEACE PLATE
Nuggets soundlike gold, ard the
name of today's Peace Plate is justified when you note that one-half
pound ground meat,joins thriftily
with cereal, evaporated milk and
seasonings to produce 2 dozen golden-brown Meat Nuggets. Smooth
peanut gravy comes to table with
the baked main dish planned by the
*Consumer Service Section, Citizens
Food Committee.
Suggested also are scalloped apples and sweet potatoes, or baked
sweets and fried apples, both plentiful and popular. Crisp celery or
pickled beets are "naturals" with
this course. For dessert. serve easyto-make, satisfying Lemon Pudding
MEAT NUGGETS WITH
PEANUT GRAVY
44 pound twice-ground meat (beef,
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•Menfolks have. a hankering for fancy bread?.
Now —with Fleiachmann's Fast Rising Dry
t.
Yeast you can bake it in "hurry-up" time...any
time! It's always there when you need it—
stays freah in the cupboard for weeks. IF
YOU BAKE AT HOME—dissolve according to directions. Then use as fresh yeast.
Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

The Citizens Fowl Compaitts• Sugpst:

Television Is
Foreseen As
Major Industry

•

no need to keep it in the ice box

legs after a New York Yankee scrimmage in New York. The Oklahoma Terror of the gridiron has set an all-time professional individual ground-gaining record-1,093 yards—and
still has a couple of games left to boost it higher.

(ende) December 1
The Executive" Board of the
•
December I. 1947 and Timaday night.
American, Legion Auxiliary 'will
Oh. me,, oh my. folks. another
Hello. Ole Maid. Do you know
home
of
meet at 7 o'clock at the
Thanksgiving has come and gone. how. poor old Job's turkey was?
Mrs George Williams. Benton Pol. Agreat day it ware I spent part of Please 'give me the answer in the
the morning at home and part in next letter.
Tuesday. Deminber 2
town of Hazel at the home of relaMr. and Mna James Riley BurThe Woman's Association of the tives and friends. Bye the way, I keen and little son of Paris. Tenn ,
College Presbyterian Church will had dinner at Mr and Mrs: Sonnie were last Sunday palter-noon visitmeet at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Wilson and it really was a Thanksit. which
ors of Mrs lreys Burke-cm of Almo.
:.
C .. •
Nash, North Six- giving dinner with chickee, turkey
Mrs. William
• Mr. and
rs Ray Bolen of CalTM- o
Ci.reerras party teenth street
and oh that good old fat 'porieUm vert Cityaieete last ,Saturday visita gift
surrounded with sueet potatoes ors of Mrs Pauline Bolen.
• •
The Cora Grieves Circle will meet and other good thin% too numerMr and Mrs. Buren roan and Mr ,
at 7:30.
ous to mention.
Theron Erwin and Miss Rachel
Officers of the Woodman Circle
Mr and Mrs
Lyles were supper guests of Me
will meet at 7 pin for a rot luck Mason Ervin
and Mew. Mason- Erwin last Wed'
supper with Mrs Zelna Carter.
Mrs Joacei Pasnesday .nfght
Thursday, December 4
chall and Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Berkley of
and Chaatmoclub will Paschall and
Stitch
The
J
it:tUv. of
Atlanta. Ga., is visiting Mr Berkwith Mro Hugh Kentucky Bell
o'clock
meet
at
7
'f000 4 af the Girl Sc cat: lock
ley's mother. Mrs. Maggie Berklea
Wilson.
all
reported
a
'he ne.
..vGirl
of Hazel His mother will return
fine dinner and
C
home with them for a visit.
a nice time . Oh
HOMEMAKERS CALENDAR
Billy Outland, who is employer
mber 2 Training meeting for Yes. Mrs
at Watertown. Tenn., visited hi'
major project leaders, in assem- I re-ally enjoyed..
parent*. ale and Mrs, L. D. Outhilie
Eaderfsion Service the fine dinner and I'll be earning tor Thanksgavinst.
bly TouLC1
---• •
around about hog-killing time I
offices. 10 A M
Miss Carrie. B. Burd of Murray
Lyrin Grove Club in also spent part hf tlo afterriom was the guest Tuesday night ea
December 6
, home of Mrs Vernon Butter-, with Mrs_ Doable Tyler, another Mrs. Keys Ituakeen arid attended
good old pal.
worth at 1:30 P.M.
the basketball game at AlmO,
Kentucky Belle and Mrs. Tyler
Kentucky Belie has learned th.a'
;
.;
Mr ar.,
1
Mr and Mrs. Troy Glidewall
speiii a while -Thanksgiving d. y Mrs. Pauline Bolen, 'Who has n p.
r14,'
• i 'Aere in Paducah Friday shopping.
with Mr and -Mrs Fred Bray at
with a' Murray laundry. mad.
Irurz. Kr. .xv.1.1e 'Ire': thy. 1,4.•;...
his restaurant at Hazel arid he sure- a flying trip to Caro, Iii.. last SunStubblefield. Sr.
Vernon
Mrs
on business.
iy moved his feet fur those pickles ▪
•
Miss Mary Shipely and Dr. and and dime:
Oren Bucy and daughter, Eloia,
Mr mai Mi, If M
.U. Mist
Robert James Stubblefieid
Dearborn. :merit a few days the past week
.Cloys Hutchens or
-oxf.h street. had m their Thank •- 'pent Friday in Paducah where
.iii Everette, Bucy and
Thank,mving to with his sos
in
came
Mich.
f
Mtge
guest.
luneheoli
they
were
it mg dinner gue.ta Mr a: a Mr
fiieTtlai . in Ken- Mrs. Bucy of Evaniville. Ind. Mr
and'
relatives
visit
.Lawrence
Mrs.
sister.
Henry Fulton, Mr aled Mr, Jim- Shipley's
Bucy renamed home the past Montucky
my Dale Cluptun. Mi aNd Mr
Jocob at the Irvin Cobb Hotel.
Haael. day and his daughter Elois remairi
••
Mrs. Donnie ?demise
Fred Shultz. Jr., and Mr
Mr looting her sister, ed with hi. hr.itherAvereite But
James Crass"from Pans. r no
Jean Ryan student at the Uni- Route 2. is now
'Johnson street, Evversity of Indiana, spent it— holi- Mrs Craig. 7319
Kentucky 'Belle
Mi ar,r1 Mrs F. B Outial.d hod days with his parents. Mr and Mrs. ansville, Ind , and
hope she learns that Mr.'and Mrs."
.0
! thPir
Loliday guests th.,..i- John rRyan
Bucy, Mr and Mrs. Wil(au41,;(((i. Mrs Jack. Gardner of
Dr and Mrs Robert James Stub- Everette
Thorn arid children and F.. II
ill., and Mrs William Bat
blefield of Lexington arrived Wed- liam
their home th,.re
M((arit Eagle and farmlie, Mr nesday evening to spend the noli- Simmona make
will make a visit- to see them
and
Mts.
andMr
Garrin, r
parents.
rri
*ed
with
his
daya
while in Evansville.
.caren'- Mr and Mr5 V?rnon B. Vet non Stubblefield. Sr.
We were very sorry to learn of
••
death of L. Raspberry who diea
the
of
guests
'" •
Thanksgiving dinner
'night at the Mason ha Tuesday
Stub'.1. Ed Filbeek
accoMpan..ti Mi. and Mrs Frank Albert
vital He was buried in the Hama
,errie from Memph's Frtel ,v by biefield were Mr and Mrs Lester
CerneterY Tharsday
her daughter. Nils H 1) Hall and Nanney Dr and Mrs C .1 McMiss,
. Evelyn Ryan and Char:Vtr /fall with whom she spent Devitt Tom and John McElrath
Miss Lo-Mrs Robert James lotte Lee of hi,e,el visited
and Mrs
Ll and
Thank,i2c.*.ing Mr
retta Huller ef Murray Tdesday
SSubtalefield of Lexington.
411 etarned te tab rroih.se Sundry.

Don Brumbaugh
To Entertain Coisa.,--,
Graves Society Tues.
Mrs.
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LAST TIMES MONDAY
VARSITY
CAPITOL
GLORIA
WARREN
"The ARNELO
in
AFFAIR"
with —
"THE BELLS OF
SAN FERNANDO"
JOHN HODIAK
Ammimmor
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Tigers End Season With 6 Wins,4 Losses;
"Gook" Miller Leads Scoring With 69

to

•

le

By

Don liiumbaugh

Murray High's Tigers ended the
1947 football season with a record
of 6 wins, four losses and a tie in
the eleven-game scnedule that the
team played.
Murray hit 'its highest night in
the seoring columns when they
downed Fulton 41-13, the.
31-6 win
over Franklin-Simpson was second.

our
of

The
the
or

The Tigers tasted defeat at the
hands of Hopkinsville 40-7, Mayfield 27-0, Bowling Green 26-14,
and Russellville 6-0. The tie was
with Sturgis 7-7.
"Gook Miller led the team in
scoring with a total of 69 points
scored on 10 touchdowns and 9
extra points. Eli Alexander had
four touchdowns for 24 points.
Chad Stewart hit pay dirt 3 times
and had on extra point for 19
points. Glin Jeffrey scored twice
and kicked 4 extra points for le
points.
John Paul Butterworth had two
scores and George Allbrittee one.

• Bereaved Family
Starts Movf For
World Peace
CLEVELAND (tel-n—Be cause
Capt. John Putman, Jr., was shot
down

on

his 52nd

mission

over

32
12
13
0
41
14
13
7
7
0
7

SEASON RECORD
Franklin-Simpson
Princeton
Morganfiefd,
Mayfield ,e Fulton
Bowling Green
Madisonville
Sturgis
Hopkinsville
Russellville
Memphis C.B.C.

6
0
7
27
13
26
6
7
40

6-4-1
144
SEASON SCORING
TD El' TI'
10
9 69
Harold Miller
4 0 24
Eli Alexander
3
1 19
Chad Stewart
Glut Jeffrey
2
4 12
J. F. Butterworth
2 0 12
George Allbritten
1
0 6
146

Totals
22 14
TRAM SCORING
TD EP
14
Murray
22
Opponents
22
12
Extra point average—.l'36

142
TP
146
144

demand for the estiblishment uf a
world government.
"If Russia, at first, does not care
to come along," said Mrs. Putman,
who runs the urge* ization's office
here. "she'll find herself behind a
wall id people far more impenetrable than Of iron curtail.
"There has always been a government lin— war. Now well have
world eavernment for peace with
tellies so strong that nobody can
upset us again."
.
Membership in World Security
Workers is accomplished by signing a pledge fee give active support
to the eause of wored government.
There are no dues.

concern
of International Falls,
Minne—unly to find the levy was
against Canadian land.
Court Backs County
Or the time when 11 islands be-'i
came tax delinquent and the commissioners arranged a lane sale—
only to learn they again were trafficking in Crown soil.
The lumbering firm paid the tax
bill when a ceurt i uling 1 eld the
United States had provided fire
and police protection for the area
and that, therefore, taxes should
go to the county.
The land sale was dropped and
the commissioners decided to look
the other
way until someone
straightened things out.
The confusion sprang from the
original defining o: the border, a
loosely-drawn line through the
main waterway frOin Laks Superior to Lake et the Woods.
Survey Planned
County. Attorney Thomas Naylor and Land Commissioner L. R.
Beatty explained a joint CanadianU. S. boundary commission compounded the ccruusion in 1928
when the border was re-defined.
The federal maps were changed
but the county maps were tot.
As a first step. Beatty will send
two mere-ewes cruise this *enter
through the region. They will survey each island and determine to
which country it belongs.
When the survey is complete and
all charta are unanimous on island
nationality, _several definitely will
change governments.
Beatty said a preliminary check
showed the 'U. S. will lose Bottle
Portage Peninsula and Erickson.
Blue, Randelph and several smaller islands.
The U. S. will rain mane' islands
frorii- Canada, including blind Pig,
a famous navigation landmark.

Europe during the v.ar, his sorrowing family' has started a ueace
movement. It is gathering public
suppoet 1-ere with surprising speed.
The peace movement, known as
'World
Security
Workers
has
gained support of hundreds of persons in the city, as well as leading
Mr. and Mrs. Rueu:ph Key, Mrs.
citizens in other parts of the counLucy Key and' Mrs. Nannie Pastry. Dr. Alber' Eins-tein is one of
9
seopped in Mu,'ay Wednesthe supporters, its Promoters claim.
day.
The idea of world security wdrkMr and Mrs. Omar Pasceall and
ers, a crueede to create a mass deJerry V itelyke were Sunday dinmand for tree • eetablishment of
ner guest :: of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
world ; .verment, war born in the
Om and famile.
family eel John B. Putman, CleveDULUTH. Minn. ilePt.)7-ComMrs. Katherine Holley entertathland attorney.
Alter the' death of eohn, Jr.. 'the missioners of St.. Leinls ceunty ed a bunch of her'friends Tuesday
family felt it Ines: Ce seirriething cringe when they look n-orthward with a Stanley pits'
"orphen" islands in
Mi. and ler.. it bert Harding
to prevent a icpetioun of .varfare. to a group
Out of months -01 discussion with the N'amakan Lake region on the spent the week-end at Union City
with Mrs. Harding's mother.
civic leaders', Wort I Sczurit v Work- Canadian border. Mr. and -Mrs. Geylon Mort.
ers emerged.
An unknown number cf the
The organization L•dvocates cen- islands are scattered through the visited it Taylor HoLey's last Soii
tralized world go-•ernment with waterways of the Rainy River Dis- day.
Visitors at Me anc Mrs. Terry
law and a miiitary arm to enforce tree of Onterio. Ne on,' knews
its deerskin upon tee nations, but which islands- beliine, In what eteaii--' Sunday were eft. eel Mrs.
Riiiielph —Key awl daughtee Mr.
has no blueprint of the form such country. Ocular. Vandyke and
a government should take. It is
fer ese Mi.
comniissieners
long
The
meant to serve only as an instru- completion of a county land office.: children ido and Mts. Glynn Orr
•
ment through which_ millions of survey this winter. It will—they and children. Mr. are Mr.; Oman
people. wanting an eilefly world. pope—ellow them to sleep Undis- Paschall, ML. and Mrt:. Gekl'Ite
eieS make' themeeives heend by It/deed by c
- omplex 'bounders andi Jenkins :led Me and Mrs. Gaylon
then. governmente •eaders. accord- aX preblernee map eompeeations Itiordis and children. Mr. and Mts. Telous Orr are geting t( the fob-Mere
and involved land sales.
'Is' to move into their new
The Putman:- hol.eve that when
The survey is expeceed to pre- .
lennessee Slim
the swell of sentiment becomes im- • vent recurrence of such 'situations'
pelling enough. extending through 'as when the commissioners pre- I
Use our elassuiail
the U.S. and i ventually the world, sented
en& —Thlt3
$148,000 tax bill to the
tuitional leaders cannot resist the now defunct Backuselerooks timber gee the hinnies*

Puryear Route 6

U.S. and Canada
Have "Dispute,/
Over Border

A

•

WE giAlITINUCK ENGINES
FOR TOP PERFORMANCE,

red
ee,

You get pick-up,speed,power
and fuel savings when your
truck engines arc in tune. And
how we tune them! This is
what we do: We check compression,
timing, fuel-air ratio and a dozen other

trucks roll out humming like !cps. All
our work is done to high IRternational
Truck standards. Our mechanics are
Internatrati trained. We use Interna-

and everything else that needs attention. And when we're through your

gineered parts.So let us say you money
by putting your engines in tune. Any
makes or models. Phone now and tell
us when your trucks will be in.

Munday-Davis Equipment Company
Phone

63

Increasing Supplies Make Fowl a
Thrifty Buy for Delicious Meals

showed that the floor of the Caribbean - was much smoother than
that of the Atlantic. Many submarine cliffs, previously unknown,
were found.

Because of an industry-wide program to save wheat for the
hungry people of Europe, Chicken growers are marketing large
numbers of their mature birds. Roasting and stewing fowl are
coming into the market in abundant supply, and at prices that
Often make them a bargain Compared to beef and pork.
This Is good news for homemakee
era, for fowl at any time is a thrifty der, using 2 clean forks which have
buy, considering the many uses that been dipped in the boiling stock becan be made of it, both of the meat fore the chicken is handled. Place
and its rich broth or gravy. A fowl the bird on a clean plate and cover
of 5 or 6 pounds provides meat loosely with waxed paper. Cool to
enough for a good-size famlly with practically lukewarm, then refrigleftovers for later meals. Then, erate promptly. In the case of the
too, chicken is a good source of stock, set the kettle of stock in the
high-quality protein and is a food sink with a stream of cold water
playing around it or in a bowl of
that nearly everybody likes,
One of the best ways to cook ma- cold or ice water until the stock is
lukewarm.
Then place in the refrigold-fashture fowl is by the simple
toned stewing method. This process erator at once. If you wish very
provides the long, slow cooking, moist meat, the poultry may be rewith liquid, which makes the meat placed in the stock, after both are
deliciously tender and moist. And cooled, and ready to put in refrigwith skillful seasoning, the chicken erator.
develops the finest of flavor. Fowl
CHICKEN PIE
can be cooked more rapidly by
5 tablespoons chicken fat
34
cup
sliced
onions
steaming in a pressure cooker,
4 tablespoons dour
Stewed chicken is the basis of
cups catches stock
many top favorites, such as chicken
bait and peper
p
pie, chicken and dumplings, chickit to 3 cups cooked chicken, cut is
pieces
en fricassee, and the like. In these
1 cup cooked, diced carrot,
dishes, stewed fowl is ideal because
1 cup cooked in canned peas
both the meat and broth are used.
Heat
fat; add onion and cook
Stewed fowl is exicellent, too, for
or
making all those popular chicken over low heat about 10 minutes
ned_ Aeee
dishes of which neither family nor until soft and lightly brow
flour
and
stir
until
blended;
slowly
guest ever seems to tire: chicken
salad, creamed chicken for patties, add stock and stir over low heat.
chicken a la king, croquettes, until thick and smooth; season to
loaves, casseroles, scalloped dishes, taste. (Cream may be substituted
etc. The flavorful, tender meat of for part of the stock. t Add a little
stewed chicken is the bulwark of celery salt and onion salt if desired
Arrange chicken meat and vegeall these good dishes. Of course
the broth or stock from stewed tables in layers 'in a large casserole.
Cover with erauce.
chicken has excellent flavor and
Cover with baking powder biscan be used in making superb
cuits, made from your favorite recsauces, gravies, and soups.
ipe. Roll the dough % inch thick
STEWED CHICKEN
and cut out with small biscuit cutbe etewed either whole ter. Bake In hot oven (450' F.)
or cut up in pieces. It should be 20 to 25 minutes or until biscuits are
covered with hot water, then the done. Makes about 6 servings If
seasonings
added (2 teaspoons preferred, top the chicken mixture
salt, 1 sliced carrot, 1 sliced onion, with pastry rolled te inch thick and
1 sliced stalk celery and leaves, 1 bake in hot oven (450 F.) for 30
whole clove, 3 peppercorns or eir minutes.
teaspoon pepper). If desired, only
SOUTHERN CHICKEN PIE, Omit
salt may be used as seasoning. CovPeas and carrots; add 2 cups diced
er the kettle and simmer (don't cooked ham.
boil) for 3 to 4 hours, or until tenCHICKEN-MUSHROOM PIE. Omit
der.
If the chicken Is not to be used peas and carrots; saute te pound
Immediately, it is extremely im- skitsed mushrooms with the onion,
portant to cool the chicken and adding more fat if necessary.
stock and get them into the refrig- CHICKEN - POTATO PIE. Omit
erator as rapidly as possible. To peas and carrots; add 10 to 12 small
speed this cooling, remove the bird cooked potato balls and 1 cup
from the stoik as soon as it is ten cooked diced celery

The cieptn curve moves Incessantly up and down, Pettersson
reported. He said the cliffs suggested long "faults," or places where
the rock had buckled because of
lateral pressure.
The uneven surface of the bottom of the ocean made the, work
of measuring the sediment thickness at great depths complicated,
he said. An ingenious meting/ of
tounding the- sediment carpet wale
developed by Pries W. Weibull of
Reefers, who accompanied the expedition. Depth chargee e were set
off and echoes reflected both from
the sediment surface and time herd
rock beneath the. sediment were
recorded.
Carpet Uneven
By that method it we, found
that the sediment carpet—the rock
of the future—oeneath the Atlantic
neean ia 5,700 feet to 25,500 feet
Well, and beneath the Caribbean
eitice less. The measurements will
be- continued in the Pacifis Ocean
as the Albatross work)- West.
egually eieyel method _of sems
piing the sediment itself was undertaken. A hollow core at metal
was lowered tb the sediment and a
core of ouze extracted from the sea
floor. Ti;e cores wee sent to Sweden for study.
"Assuming the s.•diment to increase by thiee niches in 1,000
years in the Atlantic Ocean, the
lower strata of it core C inches long
sheuld have been deposited nearly
2,00C.00C years ago, or before the
end of the Tertiary Age," Prof.
Petterse•on wrote.

Mona-Lisa Back In Louvre Brings
Joy To Little Man Who Loves Her
•
131

JartletMcGlin
-

United Press Staff Correspondent
PARIS
U.P. —The little * man
who wouldn't tell his name was
happy--Mona Lied had come home.
"For , wenty yeas we've lived
together' he said. He looked at
Mona and smiled and she smiled
bates at him, with ,that queer, questiening eersonal smile she hae
"News she is back where she belengs in her old place, in the place
where I've always known her."
He wore a blue uniform like all
the guards at the Louvre, with a
little row of serviee ribbons from
the war. But he wasn't like the
other guards, m matter what he
wore. He was Mona Lisa's boy
friend.
Maybe It's Male
love her," he said "That
iron's smile. for 20 years I have
watched that smile. But I never
understand it. I think perhaps she
is listening to music and i' brings
the memories and so she smiles
like that
Dunne the. war the little man
and Mona Laid were separated. She
was in hidins. The Louvre was
closed. The little man had a fighting •job to do.
When the war ended, they came
back. But Mona Lisa was stuck in
a corner, leaning against the wall.
Then finally they pet her back on
her throne—the epot of honor in
the Italian room.
•The little man looked at a painting hanging im the opposite wan, a
Titian, portrait of Frahcis I, king
of Frances
Rival ou Wall
"He loves _her, too," he said. His
eyes twinkled. "All the time they
look at each other:.
Actually there was -a historical
basis .for his statement, for it we
Francis I who bought the Mon..
Lisa for Prance from Leonardo ci
Valet toward the end of the artists
life. Francis was oily one of millions of mete Who have fallenjor
the mysterious smile.
The. little man said he was married and had grandchildren. No.
his wife wasn't .jealous of the smiling -lady. She didn't know how he
felt. Nor did the other guards.
"Nobody knows except her." he
said, nodding toward the portrait
of the serene lade.

fill orders wnich pour in at the
rate of 150 a day.
Gene Warren, the store'', man's
shop buyer and Antsy Pent. :iuthority. said an :Adele:et clerk
hare ti he hired to handle correerpondence
connected
with
the
craze,.'
-We're not only 2.00e orders behtnd already," he said: "but new
orders keep coming in faster than
we can catch up on the'1)11 one. •
The firm's predicament is cernPlicated
bezause
man it at in to
the garment has its moblems Th,
white
broadcloth
mateseil
bought in New York, then stopper;
tim Los Angel, s, * here t
t wi
arch-len:3 -facsimile'. iif de• • • •
are imprinted. Stel :mote,
l.• Angeles firm does this actual cutting and stitching.
Largest of the orders, which
come from pill:
, Ls far awa;,
Guam and England. was eeceiseeci
from the president of a Di •
firm He asked for 5C pairs. I '
dozen sizeo and enciosed
tor $125If the ciem.eind _keeps up, mimethan IC,000 pairs et shorts are ex peeled to e)(' sold ee ithin Het re..xt
seven to eightmunths.
Warren said he was bothered by
one thing—inability to furnish
enough ot. the garments locally.
"We had expected to advertise
in
Phoenix
new papers
before
this," he said. "but you can sec the
spot we're in.'
He promised, he
Vt`l
thet nee.
Phoenicians, would have
their pante by early Desert-be

Uranium Source
Sought In Depths
Of Ocean Bed

LONDON
.1...eP
Ti,,'
largest untapped store of templet
and radium is being measured by e
Swedish deep-sea expedit MP led
by Prof. Hans Pettersson, of Gam.
borg.
The expedition, abOard the 1.400ton motor schooner Albatross. has
steadied the deep ocean and its bed
during a voyage across the Atlantic
and Caribbean and recently entered the Pac through the Panama Canal.
_
Many. lines. if research are neine
pursued -by the expedition:es_ scientists, Prof. Pettersson 1117(kLia the
British scientific magazine Nature.
The measure/Vent of uranium and
radium, 'made by analyzing large
ot4
PHOENIX, Ariz. eiU.P.t —The volumes of sea water taken from
new look ter men is finally oweep- different depths, were not directed
Ina. the country. but it's not so at discovering a method for remuch a "look" as an it's there, trieving the elements.
all right, but you can't see it."
Radium Foilnd
-Antsy Pants, the latest wrinkle
'Such measuremerthe have bein boxer's shorts, is an exclusive come of especial impertapee beproduct of Goldwater's Phoenix; cause of the Sight they may shed
department store since the firm mn thd lonitim precipitation in ill('
began placine. ad vertisenients in sea:" Prof. Pettersson wrote. H.'
national magazines it has teceived said suen precipitation • is siippos,,1
more than 3.500 orders for trie":' ti be responsible tor the radium
novel male' lingerie
ficuild in deep sea depesits
Mr. America's desire to have his
Echiesounding charts of tie
shorts adorned with huge ied tints 'einem evive beten teken to
;•
has the firm working overtime to of 2L6AO feet, it was reported, They

"Antsy Pants's
Sweeps Country As
"New Look For Men",

tional designed and approved machines
and tools. We install International en-

things. Then we check and adjust ignition, carburetor idling speed, mixture
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INTERNATIONAL Trucks

tion will have to be shutting down
stations on nights_ and Sundays,"
Friedman said.

Standard Oil Company of Kentucky yesterday cut December allocations 15 per cent for dialers December 3, Wednesday—Chapel,
in Alabama. Kentucky, Mississippi,
The Training school will be in
Georgia and
Florida.
Soconycharge.
Vacuum, it was learned, has cut December 4, Thursday— Basketball
supplies to nrw England dealers as
game with Evansville College,
much as 50 per cent. Standard Oil
here.
of New Jersey has pared down on
December 10. Wednesday—Chapel,
East Coast .dealers and ,Standard
"The Messiah":
Oil of Indiana has been allocating
December' 12, Friday—Basketball
since last summer.
game with Delta State, here, 8:00.
In addition to the gasolme demand,...petroleum producers also December 13. Saturday--Ceristmas
Party in the Student Center. 8:00
are faced with a 15 per cent inp.m., sponsored oy the Student'
crease over last. yea:. in winter fuel
Org.
oil demeeresess. bieeke ore_teleie East
Coast are lower ttin last year.
December 19. Christi-n-lincation
begins.
In an attempt to cope with demand for „both products, petroleum !
producers
• re
attempting
to • On October 13, 1775. Congress
"equalize the .hortagetee Friedman voted to _establish a committee to
said. They are holding down on handie Naval affairs. This body
gasoline production in order to called the Marine Committee, and
build up fuel oil reserves.
composed of three members, vas
the forerunner of the present Na'-'y
Department.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Gasoline Shortage
Is Predicted For
Winter Months
WA4HINGTON, Nov 29 .UPt—
A government expert predietee today that filling stations will have
te shut down at night and .;n Sundaes this winter because of a shortage of gasoline.
But the big pinch .11 autoniebile
erivers, he sad. Will Corr c• 111,X1
r.iring. •
'
Robert Friedmen of the Iiiter101DepiatMPTICS t`: I and gas division
said at .east
hslf of the big petroleum cerripenies
allocetine
s...arce gaseline to dealers now and
the rest will have to follow suit
during the winter.
Althoine driving hos fallen elf
:lightly since summer, he said, the
gasoline dernaifid is still 10 per cunt
over the corresponding period laet
year.
-ll looks as though Ow

Ford hattertes are availab!e in six different sizes. All are
• cal/creel by written guarantees. If any Ford battery fails
el/1ring the first 90 days in service, it will be replaced
4'
without charge by any Ford Dealer_ After 90 days, and
before the expiration of the guarantee, replatement will
be made on the basis of service received.

ALWAYS LET US KEEP YOUR BATTERY UP SO IT `.'.'Clrf
BRING YOUR CAR IN REGULARLY
LET YOU DOWN
FOR BATTERY INSPECTION AND eERVICE

Billington-Jones
Motor Company
211 MAIN

Ever Wish For
Aladdins Lamp
To make your dreams come true? Certainly you
have and that's where most dreams end, except - - When you save regularly with the help of Murray's
Friendly Bank. A growing account and a happy ending
for your hopes, sort of go along together.

BANK of MURRAY
Member FD1c

-

C OPY FADED

PHONE 170
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By, Ed Nofzigcr
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ground -- the box that the . anti, unilton comes in will tell you tha
range and a map survey or a personal reconnaisance of the ground
you are going to
over will
take care of your background. flee
these. precautions and you
isn't
become a ease in the Washington
files of the NRA.
REMEMBER
A .22 caliber Long Rifle cartridges is dangerous up to one
A .30-30 cartridge is dangerous
up to a mile and a half...
A .30-06 cartridge is dangerous
up to twomiles—
A .22 caliber bullet will penetrate at least seven one-inch boards.
so be careful where you tack up
your target.

-

Murray
KIAC

Be sure of your Backstop
I ri

Oyei

-

!re,r

the

CLEAN
PLATE
UB

•Uni

a
Fill
Ar

Mrs

The National Rifle Association
has conducted yearly surveys on
hiudings mishaps and ti clay has re•
det
fr,
‘•
aros i. gaings cords of hundreds of,such accidmis
in its files -- avoidable (..a•••s
(cl'vlidS.
which were caused by &gnat-Alt
t Don back in the tr
. Itur.t•rs who had not made sure of
od; r
',awarded. when
what was behind their targets or
' • iieo.:he••
, given a thought to tile possib,!,ty
: ot a ricochet.
fifteen-year-.
If you go hunting C.on t forget
Franss.•ii was painfully /i -i
ound. d V, hen he
iS !fiat rifle buleets travel a long way,
in the cross-ftre of rait even shotgun pellets hat...! some
'range. and all of them will cieochet.
o hi in - in, •)a-ties
ie.:•
pt.,.asant. Bt.,h Ricochets can be akanded by using
common sense --Do not shoot ontd
•••., r
for
or _the direct...en _any _flat _hard_ surl:ace water:x.4os.
aoh.ch thee were shooting. fici it or fi•ozen eround. etc
unless i;
Bob Itia innoce
•• the
are. sure that the background is
,:lear
as
suppowdly safe- a..
!tr.
far as you; bullet
ts
...n travel. As for ritages aral bark-

yc

Southeastern Conference Football Review

02

y

Stat•• op.med th.•
basketball schedthe

Onlrt

last .
week as they defeated the Anna.
Illinois Independeot team by a
57-42 count Morehead took Cedarville College on Thursday night.
The schedule for this week fins
_every - Warn but- •-•Centse-- -starting
their 1948 campaign as II games
are on the cards. Eastern Kentucky takes on Southern Methodist University in the game of the
week on
Saturday
Melt while
Morehead plays West lexas State
tin both Frida-..f and Saturday night.
•
Save on Bread. Meat and Eccis
Murray plays Evansville in the
other bik game.
tern
Kentucky. Transylvania- Morehead State
1
0 67
49
Kentucky Wesleyan will be seen
Oakland
City
against three. KIAC foes in the
2 0 122 91
heaviest show of the week as they Dee. 4 Murray-Evamville
open the KIAC season against Dee. 5 Morehead State-Wes: Texas
Ttiirteen stationary meteoroligieal
Louisville on Monday night, play
State
observation ships are to be spotted
Western on Tuesday night, and
wind up the week's play on Satur- Dec 6 Murray-Anna. 111. Independ- along the NocIli Atlantic air and
cuts, Kentucky Wesleyan-Tran- sea lanes and” maintained as aids
day with Transylvania
The only
to navigation. Several df the ships
other KIAC game finds Union and
sylvania. Cvorgetoa•n-V10.i
Berea playing Saturday night.
Union-Berea. F. aster ii will be provided by the United
The - *chodule
La..- games Kentucky - Sisuthern Method ist.- States.
are KIACi:
Morehead St.ite•Wtst Tux:'s State
Dee- 1 LOntsville-Kentucky
Complete Season Standings:
The rare flo,ver. ,hortra, is found
ieyan_
W L Pia Opp. oily in the mountains 01 North
Dec. 2 Kentucky Wesleyan-Wes- Murray State
1
0 57
42 Ciiiilun.iand in Japan.
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OWNERS LIKE the
KAISER and the FRAZER!
THEY WRITE FROM EVERYWHERE
PRAISING PERFORMANCE, RIDE AND SERVICE
The Kaiser and the F
.
razer have been tried out in

dreds of millions

of miles of motoring, by

hunmore than

113.000 owners. The verdict of these critical buyers is
overwhelmingl:• favorable. Their experience adds up to
such enthusiastic endorsement that more than half the

•

_•.

k

Saks we make result from owner recommendations!

All Ascend Sodrioction-''l purchamed ti," first
I s ,e,
our town. It is the hest auto_i,ve ever 11Parpor1 sir
And that
• :oodly number.-- Prom a Ilamdton,

4

fNseifss Driving-"I have never experienred much
perform:it, and effort leas driy mg as I have since
I ta,,,ine- Ito owner of a Kaiaer-- wonderful to
triffic."- From a San Marcos, Cal., State

r•

l'A

14_

Ill* east lid

1 AN-"I have driven my Fraser
recent 2,7141-mile trip through
26 0 mile% 10 the gallon. I have
cos nett and ,perated many different makes; of cars
ton-, a je•ri.,c1 of a great many yearn and never
oat il I leitiglit my Frazer have I owned a ('Sr that
W AA 4
0
and I can truthfully Nay that
the, ar gi%es the beat ride of any automobile
K..... eas r owned...- Front a Cranston, R. 1.,
• ..
1. sri., On a
i oa.la I i% eraged

111110
P
Warm -floor comfort
'

p'ri •

Owners of Kaiser and Frazer cars write letters to Willow
Run by the thousands,

praising the performance, ease of

control, roominess, economy and, above all,

the ride that

these great postwar automobiles give them. The following
excerpts from unsolicited letters tell the whole story of
why Kaiser and Frazer owners like these fine cars.

These Voluntary Statements Are Typical of Thousands

414
•

!=tirnishes
Watcr

c'

1
-

San Fr ncisco in
(121N,4 W1111,111t iii,'
fatigue The road stabilitythe aric
remarkable.
Absence of vibration. Absolute steadiness of
the
From a Belgian Iiiplomat.

'n..1

Amok* Asoosobilky-"I bought my Kaiiser as I
WWI mold on its worknuinalup, design and performance. Base just completed a 0,500-mile vacat hat
trip and I like the lubrication layout and the way
you can get at the engine. All parts that might
need repair are more acceelajble than in any other
car. These word* are not only mine but thine of
aervice station attendants in many localities."From a Peoria, Ill., Factory Super-11,ov.

a 4.000-mile trip in my Frazer averaging above
20 miles per gallon at between coi and 70 miles"
per hour. II.. Orr will Iiit 1(K) rnikrii per Itv.ur
anytimat and will 4ILLsai1es per hour in ireond
gear. I can truthfully say that my car perform'
better as it gets ulder."-From a Laurel, Aid.,
Businessman..
itoirodiness-"Fricnds %lio ride in my Kaiser an.
amazed at it. roorninisie and at the sinoril line., of
the rate.- -From a Miliroukce,
Betired
nets Fistsfl.
kylIng-"Our now Frazer has the more-expensiveperformance and at yling aim) t he lessexisi naivecar economy." - From a IlumiTton,(Shit., Enetnier.
car

Conifert-"After averaging 420 miles a day for 17
straight days on a round trip to, California by
way of Florida with my wife and three children.
none of us were travel-fatigued when we got home.
The Fraser
a great ear.--Frorn a Trenton.
AI oh., Ituancssmari.

Adore-. Fin- comfort and safety, I am convinced after lo
.
other car in any price
lhnl
r
".
irrrnpare nail, my Kaiser.'' Fruit a

Good Serviesi-"A product is only am good as the
errs 11.1. in hack of it. My Kaiser has been well
iieryiced everywhere, from the start, and I am
perfectly satisfied.- Foos' a l'on•idence, B. 1.,
Motor Vehicle Inspector.

No fo*Ofruo-"Ilriving my Frarer an average of
1 teairs ir day. I made trie run from New York

Porformonesi-mlf any of your proapecto want
'performance figures', herrare a few: I just finished

erwikOpie
Haar_ _/I'l
Wend.11 Nob..4 rases

'hed

-

1948 ;
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Automatic marvel ,brings "'Warm Pals"
to you this new easy way!

e C
way

•

By DON BRUMBAUGH

%

'

I'M COUNTING ON YOU!

-

KIAC Basketball

New Year's Day
Bowl Games
Being Scheduled

"Supposng t•le beaveri*ere
Where would b‘c be...;•c• cer-e

1, 1947

tottolood Tomortord-"We were on the hid for 8
erioniha when
took delivery of our Kinser.
In this. day of 'under-the-tahla' deala, and 'asseaaiiriessir-elac' policies, it is refreshing to report the
excellent treat ment we have had from your dealer.- From a l'u.o.aic, N. J., Businessman.
Sad foolofectory-"1 want to thank you for 'riling me is Frazer. It its the moat satisfactory car
I hay., ever driven and I have owtved meveral
different make* of CAM in both the biw-priced and
Its' high-priced lines.--From a Boston,
Insurance Executive,

•
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Et:Somatic Cii)
Floor Furnace

YOU PAY THE REGULAR PRICE • NO TRADE-IN NECESSARY • HONEST ALLOWANCE ON YOUR OLD CAR • CALL ON
YOUR KAISER-FRAZER DEALER AND TAKE A
RIDE!

JOHNEON APPLIANCE CO.

Ashcraft Motors
.1

00.

South Fifth Street
SEIM.

V.

•
4

Argo
4
WOO

